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ESSAYS
Paola Alessandra Sensi-Isolani. What Is Italy? What Is Italian? The Construction and Consumption of Italy and Italians in Las Vegas. (1)
Jonathan James Cavallero. “Maybe Because You’re Italian”: The Depiction of Italian and Italian American Characters in the Films of Frank Capra. (15)
Giulia Guarnieri. Giuseppe Giacosa and America at the End of the nineteenth Century: Architecture and Nature, a New Key to Interpretation? (35)

NON-FICTION
Frank P. Urso. Sicilian Funeral. (55)
C. Natale Peditto. My Mafia Story. (62)
James Ciletti. The Kiss of Easter Bread. (71)

FICTION
Ciro T. De Rosa. Madaline. (77)

POETRY
Robert Cooperman. The Banished Roman Poet Ovid Finds Solace in Books. (97)
David Napolin. In Memoriam: Vietnam Memorial. (98)
Dolores Guglielmo. Truck to Cornucopia. (99)
Maria Elisa Ciavarelli, Translator. Perche non suono piu la chittarra. (100)
Maria Fama. Why I Don’t Play the Guitar Anymore. (101)
Maria Elisa Ciavarelli, Translator. Tempo e materiali. (104)
Toni Libro. Time and Material. (105)
Maria Elisa Ciavarelli, Translator. Benedetti. (106)
Maria Mazziotti Gillan. Blessed. (107)
Maria Elisa Ciavarelli, Translator. Scopro i tuoi libri di cucina. (108)
Mary Russo Demetrick. I Discover Your Cookbooks. (109)

REVIEWS
Marisa Labozzetta. Stay with Me, Lella. (Tony Giardina) (115)
Ellen V. Nerenberg. Prison Terms. (Gaetana Marrone) (118)
Joe Pernice. Two Blind Pigeons. (Richard Bonanno) (120)
Betty L. Santangelo. Lucky Corner. (John Marino) (123)